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1. As 5G network will provide high-speed connectivity with ultra reliable low latency 
network, we believe rollout of 5G networks will be a game changing event of the 
current decade. It will revolutionize connectivity and accelerate industrialization of 
digital technologies in later part of decade.

2. Global telecom companies are expected to incur US$1.1tn capex, out of which 80% 
will be spent on 5G network services. While North America and Asia Pacific (APAC) 
will lead the rollout, Europe will see relatively slower rollout. 

3. Whilst there was limited softwarization of network in 3G and 4G network 
environment, we expect the telecom operators to increasingly rely on technology/
IT services companies for 5G networks to build and maintain software-based 
networks. We expect SDN revenue to grow in higher teens, going forward.

4. TechM derives ~40% of its revenue from telecom vertical, as it provides full spectrum 
services to telecom operators in network services, mobility, BPO and IT services. We 
expect TechM to be one of the key beneficiaries of network modernization given 
its diversified offerings i.e.  NFV/SDN, network analytics and cloud native OSS/BSS 
coupled with its early experience in planned rollout of 5G network by Rakuten in 
Japan.

COVID-19 Impact: Telecom operators witnessed short-term disruptions in planned network 

rollout due to labour shortage and social distancing guidelines during 1HCY20. However, 

most global operators remain committed for medium-term 5G rollout trajectory. COVID-19 

pandemic has accelerated remote working, which has resulted in higher demand for 

telecom and Internet connectivity. We are also seeing high political push, as nations consider 

5G rollout as a hallmark of technology development. Commentary of the top US telecom 

operators suggests consistent improvement in plans for 5G rollout and monetization.  

We Initiate Coverage on TechM
We expect healthy growth in TechM’s both verticals i.e. telecom and enterprise on the 

back of step up in 5G capex and mid-term resiliency in technology demand. Robust deal 

wins in FY20 (2X YoY) suggests revenue and margin recovery in FY22-FY23E. At CMP, the 

stock trades at 30% discount to its peers vs. historical average discount of 20%+ owing to 

softness in telecom business. We forecast TechM to witness EPS CAGR of 20% over FY21-

23E. The stock deserves multiple re-rating considering industry-leading EPS CAGR driven 

by sharp EBIT margin rebound and strong topline growth owning to uptick in global 5G 

rollout & acceleration in enterprise technology demand. We initiate coverage on TechM 
with BUY and a 2-Year Target Price of Rs1,100 (valuing the stock at 17x PE on FY23E 
earnings), which implies over 34% upside from the current level.    
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Key Sectoral Takeaways:
	Global 5G rollout to accelerate digital transformation of enterprise in the current 

decade 

	Telecom operators are expected to invest US$1.1tn in next five years, out of which 
80% will be spent on 5G infrastructure

	Expect incremental spending on network softwarization via Network Function 
Virtualization (NFV)/Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Analytics   

	Limited impact of  COVID-19; operators maintain earlier mid-term 5G rollout plans 

	TechM, which derives 40% revenue from telecom biz, is well-placed to benefit from 
IT modernization by the telecom operators 

https://youtu.be/pY7pS-6OIpA
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The 5G theme

Rollout of 5G to accelerate enterprise digital transformation 

Source: RSec Research

The 5G is the fifth generation telecommunication technology which the telecom operators 
started deploying globally in place of the existing 4G platform. 

Digital Acceleration: As 5G network will provide high-speed connectivity with ultra reliable 
low latency network, we believe rollout of 5G networks will be a game changing event of 
the current decade. It will revolutionize connectivity and accelerate industrialization of digital 
technologies in later part of decade. We expect IOT devices to triple in next decade which will 
benefit most to manufacturing, healthcare and smart homes.

1. Step up in 5G Capex: Global telecom companies are expected to incur US$1.1tn capex, 
out of which 80% will be spent on 5G network services. While North America and Asia 
Pacific (APAC) will lead the rollout, Europe will see relatively slower rollout.

2. Higher Network Softwarization: Whilst there was limited softwarization of network in 
3G and 4G network environment, we expect the telecom operators to increasingly rely 
on technology/ IT services companies for 5G networks to build and maintain software-
based networks. We expect SDN revenue to grow in higher teens, going forward. The 
share of digital transformation in capex is expected to go up to 70% (from current level 
of around 30%) from FY23 onwards.

Key Risks
1. Global economic crisis: Any economic crisis in core geographies (the US & Europe) 

may affect speed of technology adoption.

2. Lack of government push: Currently, global 5G push is also led by governments 
as they consider it is necessary for technological dominance. Hence, the telecom 
operators may delay 5G rollout, in the absence of push by the government/European 
Commission and ecosystem support.
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Key Themes North America, Asia-Pacific & Europe to lead in 5G capex

Source: GSMA

Digital infrastructure share in telecom capex to grow to ~70% from current 
level of 30%

Source: Analysis Mason, Rsec Research; Note: Capex is in US$ bn

Revenue Share of Telecome Vertical of Leading Players

Source: RSec Research, Bloomberg

 f According to GSM Association (GSMA), global telecom 
companies are expected to spend US$1.1tn, out of which 80% 
will be spent on 5G network services. 

 f North America and APAC will lead in 5G capex (as a percentage 
of total capex) compared to other geographies, while Europe is 
likely to see comparatively slower rollout.

 f We expect the telecom companies to change capex and opex 
pattern for (a) NFV and SDN, (b) network analytics; (c) cloud 
migration; and (d) edge computing. Telecom operators also 
need to step up capex for digital infrastructure from ~30% to 
>70%. 

 f We believe this offers a unique opportunity for the IT services 
companies to increase their incremental participation in 
telecom ecosystem.

 f Rakuten launched cloud native 5G in September 2020 in Japan. The e-commerce company, which had diversified into telecom operator, expects 
40% reduction in capex and 30% reduction in opex.

 f TechM receives ~40% revenues from telecom vertical. It 
provides full spectrum services to the telecom operators in 
network services, Mobility, BPO and IT services. The company 
works with most telecom operators in the US and Europe.

 f We expect TechM to be a key beneficiary of network 
softwarization and telecom IT modernization.

New Network -Capex Reduction by ~ 40% Traditional RCP  Change (%) Rationale for Change
Total Capex 100 60 -40  
Software 30 30 0  
Hardware 45 17.5 -61 Fewer site equipment due to virtualization and pooling of capacity
Deployment 25 12.5 -50  

New Network- Opex Reduction by ~ 30% Traditional RCP  Change (%) Rationale for Change
Total Opex 100 70 -30  
Rent & Electricity 40 30 -25 Fewer site equipments 
Data Centers 5 10 100 Increased use of edge locations
Transmission 10 15 50 Increased use of edge locations

Ops Center 10 5 -50 Automation and scale of centralization

Field Maintenance 35 10 -71 Fewer site equipments 

Source: Rakuten
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Key Sectoral Overview 
 

Key Themes:

I. Rollout of 5G Networks to Accelerate Digital Offerings

II. Operators Maintain 5G Rollout Plan despite COVID-led Deceleration in 5G Rollout 
Pace

III. Rakuten & TechM Alliance – A Case Study 

IV. TechM is likely to be a Key Beneficiary of Network Softwarization & IT Modernization

I. Rollout of 5G Networks to Accelerate Digital Offerings
5G is the fifth generation telecommunication technology for cellular networks, which the 
telecom operators started deploying globally in place of the existing 4G technology platform. 
5G technology is marked with high-speed with ultra reliable low latency network. We believe 
5G rollout is a game changing event of the current decade, which will revolutionize the 
connectivity and accelerate industrialization of digital technologies in later part of decade. 
According GSM Association (GSMA), the telecom operators are likely to incur US$1.1tn out of 
which 80% will be spent towards building infrastructure for 5G services. 

 f We expect the telecom operators need to reimage their network infrastructure with 
increasing IT modernization and softwarization. In 3G and 4G network environment, 
there was limited softwarization of network and most of the codes were developed 
by the network infrastructure services companies i.e. Ericson, Nokia and Huawei or 
telecom companies themselves. But, we expect the telecom operators to increasingly 
rely on technology/IT services companies for 5G to build and maintain software-based 
networks. TechM will be the key beneficiary of telecom upgrade cycle.

 f Global enterprises (other than telecom operators) are expected to spend on private 
network or managed network within the enterprise, which would be an added 
opportunity for the IT services company. 

 f Low latency connectivity is likely to give rise to IoT and edge computing devices. Global 
IoT devices are expected to treble in next decade.

 f 5G is likely to act as an enabler of key technologies and bridge gap between software 
and hardware.

Exhibit 1: Rollout of 5G to accelerate enterprise digital transformation 

Source: RSec Research
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Exhibit 2: Commentaries from Indian IT companies suggests relatively stable outlook 

Market Size Demand Drivers

Operators Mobile capex of ~US$1.1tn worldwide between 2020 and 2025, out of 
which~80% will be spent on 5G network; addressable market size is 
~20-30% of capex (US$220-330bn)

Break-up:
 f Network Modernization: US$281bn

 f Network Transformation: US$26.5bn

 f CSP Operations: US$13.6bn

 f IT Infrastructure: US$9.8bn

 f Security & Privacy: US$6bn

 f Telco-Media Convergence: ~US$100bn

 f Operators are looking for cutting cost in low growth environment

 f Need to upgrade network using Virtual RAN, edge networking and 
network automation

 f Need to diversify i.e. Pay TV, media/ entertainment, advertising and 
IOT beyond core telecom services

 f Step up in private 5G spend, disruption risk to network operators

Enterprises Industry digitalization market services size is expected to reach 
US$700bn by 2030 (high double digit growth)

 f Network slicing, edge computing and low-latency services

 f Vertical specific custom application integration services over edge 
and cloud compute rationalization with corporate software          

 f Key industries are: manufacturing, automotive, energy and 
utilities, public safety, healthcare, media and entertainment, public 
transport, financial services, retain and agriculture.

 f Covered use case clusters include enhanced video services, real-
time automation, connected vehicles and augmented reality/virtual 
reality remote operations

IoT/Consumer  f Global IoT revenue will more than treble to US$1.1tn; global IoT-
managed services market is also likely to treble; end-market 
forecast for services market varies between US$40-150bn by 
different industry experts

 f Smart home, smart electronics, and connected devices

 f Higher tangible use cases will fuel demand 

Source: RSec Research, GSMA, Ericson and industry consultants

A. Telecom Operators Likely to Incur US$1.1tn largely led by North America & APAC: 
According to GSMA, global telecom companies are expected to spend US$1.1tn, out of 
which 80% will be spent on 5G network services. North America and APAC will lead 
in 5G capex (as a percentage of total capex) compared to other geographies, while 
Europe is likely to see comparatively slower rollout. Whilst LATAM & MENA regions and 
some parts APAC are likely to spend on 4G and 4G LTE, we expect further transition to 
5G would be much quicker. GSMA expects 5G subscriber base to cross 20% (Ericson 
expects 30%) of global cell phone subscribers base by 2025.

 According to GSMA, internet mobile subscribers will cross 1.2bn mark by 2025, while 
5G subscribers base is likely form 20% of total mobile subscribers’ base. Interestingly, 
4G is also likely to remain relevant, as the share of 4G subscribers is likely to grow 
to ~56% in next 5 years from 50% in 2019 driven by growth in APAC region, LATAM 
and Commonwealth Independent States (CIS). We expect role of IT services is likely to 
remain important, as most telecom operators would be operating on 2-3 generations 

Exhibit 3: North America, Asia-Pacific & Europe to lead in 5G capex

Source: GSMA
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Exhibit 4: 5G subscriber base to reach 50% for Developed Asia and North America geogrpahies

Source: GSMA

B. Unique Opportunity for IT Services Players to Increase Incremental Participation 
in Telecom Ecosystem: Telecom operators need a complex IT platform and advanced 
OSS/BSS systems to cater multiple subscribers, who are using different generations of 
cellular network. As the telecom operators have been increasingly focusing on bringing 
in efficiencies in low growth environment, they need to upgrade their networks (virtual 
RAN, edge networking and network automation) to cater to 5G demand. They also 
need to diversify beyond core telecom revenues to their revenue streams in other areas 
i.e. pay TV, media and entertainment, advertising and IoT. 

 We expect the telecom companies to change capex and opex pattern for (a) NFV 
and SDN, (b) network analytics; (c) cloud migration; and (d) edge computing. Telecom 
operators also need to step up capex for digital infrastructure from ~30% to >70%. We 
believe this offers a unique opportunity for the IT services companies to increase their 
incremental participation in telecom ecosystem.

Exhibit 5: Digital infrastructure share in telecom capex to grow to 
~70% from current level of 30%

Exhibit 6: Current & Future Spending

Source: Analysis Mason, Rsec Reserach; Note: Capex is in US$ bn Source: Rsec Research, Industry consultants

Current Spend Future Spend

Mobile network sharing NFV and SDN

Fibre network JVs Network analytics

Copper fibre technologies Cloud migration

Tower sale and leaseback Edge computing
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Exhibit 7: During the first half of the 2030, telecom expected to manage multiple 
telecommunication technologies simultanously

Source: GSMA

38 countries have 5G networks; 5G iphone to step up subscriber base: According to 
a GSA report, 38 countries have 5G networks as of August and 5G services will reach 1bn 
users in 3.5 years, vs 4 years for 4G and 12 years for 3G. Region wise North America, Europe 
and East Asia are on the forefront of 5G implementation. We expect launch of 5G enabled 
'iphone-12' in Oct 2020 to fuel subscriber base of 5G connectivity.

Exhibit 8: North America, Western Europe and East Asia have taken lead in 5G rollout

Source: GSA Technology, Statista
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II. Operators Maintain 5G Rollout Plan despite COVID-led Deceleration in 5G 
Rollout Pace
Telecom operators witnessed short-term disruptions in planned 5G rollout due to 
labour shortage and social distancing guidelines during 1HFY20. However, most global 
operators remain committed for medium-term 5G rollout trajectory. COVID-19 pandemic 
has accelerated the need for remote working, which has resulted in higher demand for 
telecom connectivity and high-speed Internet. We are also seeing high political push for 
accelerated rollout, as nations consider 5G rollout as a hallmark of technology development. 
Commentary from the top US telecom operators suggests consistent improvement in plan 
for 5G rollout and monetization. 

Exhibit 9: Telecom operators maintaining pre-covid guidance and increasing 5G share in total capex

Comments

US Telecom Operators

AT&T  f Capex: AT&T confirms capex guidance of US$20bn for CY20;  in 1HCY20, Mobility spent US$4.7bn (56% of communications capex) 
with most of that was spent for 5G deployment and enhancements of 4G LTE network

 f 5G: Network construction activity should accelerate in 2HCY20 with the likely ease in lockdown restrictions; we  estimate that AT&T 
Mobility’s capex for CY20 in US$8-10bn range, almost half of which was spent in 1HCY20 

 f Monetization: Bundling HBO Max with some premium wireless and fiber plans; 5G handset upgrade cycle will be the key driver 
for wireless service revenue in 2HFY20

Verizon  f Capex: It spent US$9.9bn capex 1HCY20 (~$1.9bn higher compared to last year); while capex was intended to support capacity 
traffic growth across networks, it continues to deploy more fiber and additional cell sites to expand 5G rollout. The company 
maintains its capex guidance for CY20 of US$17.5-18.5bn 

 f 5G: In 2HCY20, the company plans to scale up Ultra Wide Band in 60 more cities and 5G home to 10 more cities

 f Monetization: The company expects monetization to pick-up from consumer part (home/mobility) from CY2122E 

T Mobile  f Capex: T-Mobile expects to increase 2.5GHz radio sites; it plans to upgrade 25,000-30,000 macro sites (out of total 60,000) in next 
18-24 months 

 f 5G: It plans to spend US$60bn over the next five years to deploy a "layer cake" 5G network across the US 

Europe Telecom Operators

British Telecom  f Capex will increase given investments in Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) and 5G, with the out-turn is pegged in the range of £4-4.3bn

 f The company dedicates a significant proportion of its systems and IT capex to develop new flexible modern IT estate to strengthen 
the product and process transformation 

Orange  f The company continues to prepare the launch of 5G in European countries; after the first launch in Romania last year, 5G is now 
commercially available in Poland

 f Opened the Orange Industry 4.0 Campus in Antwerp (Belgium); Orange and Google Cloud just announced a new strategic 
partnership in Europe, leveraging edge computing to enrich Orange 5G services portfolio

 f Orange is now ready for the second part of 5G auction process in France to start in 2H

Equipment Manufacturer

Ericsson  f The company is the leader in 5G with 54 live 5G networks and 99 agreements as of July 17

 f In North America, there is continued momentum for 5G, which generates increased sales in networks; in Northeast Asia, the 
company has seen strong sales growth for networks and digital services across countries in the market area driven by 5G 
deployments in mainland China

 f Digital services’ gross margin has improved to 43.6% due to a large increasing portion of software sales

 f It witnessed rising investment in 5G core, OSS, BSS and billing services

Source: Companies, Rsec Research

RSec View: We expect the telecom operators to focus on 5G as new revenue stream and 
bring in cost efficiency with virtualized network, cloud native applications and modernization 
of legacy OSS/BSS systems. We expect the operators to cut other operating cost and capex, 
and focus more on technology up-gradation and 5G rollout. Notably, allocation of spectrums 
to other players like Dish Network and Greenfield virtualized network (Like Rakuten in Japan) 
push the US players to accord priority to digital transformation. 
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III. Rakuten & TechM Alliance – A Case Study 
In 2018, Rakuten – an e-commerce company – announced building a virtualized 5G 
network in Japan. In April 2020, the company announced an end-to-end, fully–virtualized 
and cloud-native mobile network. Rakuten has also launched Cloud native softwarized 5G 
network in September-20. Notably, Rakuten preponed its full network coverage target 
in Japan by 7 years to 2021 from initial target of 2028. 

TechM and Rakuten have set up Rakuten Cloud Innovation Laboratory, a world-class next 
generation (4G and 5G) software-defined network lab in Tokyo. It is unique, fully automated 
testing facility that aims to foster innovation across mobile networks, IT digital architecture, 
cloud and enterprise applications. 

The lab infrastructure replicates end-to-end network domains, including the virtualized 
radio access network (RAN), mobile edge, virtualized EPC (evolved packet core), virtualized 
IMS (IP multimedia subsystem) core, OSS (operations support systems) and BSS (business 
support systems), along with scalable network traffic simulation capabilities, enabling 
comprehensive end-to-end testing across the entire network. These robust testing 
capabilities reduce anomalies in the software, lowering the instance of failures in 
commercial networks.

Furthermore, the lab implements and automates the entire Continuous Integration and 
Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) pipeline, which coupled with DevOps principles, enables 
Rakuten to quickly test, integrate and continuously deploy new features and technologies, 
eliminating the need for late night maintenance, reducing operating cost and contributing 
to improving the network experience for the customers.

Exhibit 10: New Network -Capex Reduction by ~ 40% 

Traditional RCP  Change (%) Rationale for Change

Total Capex 100 60 -40  

Software 30 30 0  

Hardware 45 17.5 -61 Fewer site equipment due to 
virtualization and pooling of capacity

Deployment 25 12.5 -50  
Source: Rakuten

Exhibit 11: New Network- Opex Reduction by ~ 30%

Traditional RCP  Change (%) Rationale for Change

Total Opex 100 70 -30  

Rent & Electricity 40 30 -25 Fewer site equipments 

Data Centers 5 10 100 Increased use of edge locations

Transmission 10 15 50 Increased use of edge locations

Ops Center 10 5 -50 Automation and scale of 
centralization

Field Maintenance 35 10 -71 Fewer site equipments 
Source: Rakuten

In September-20, Rakuten appointed TechM as preferred partner for global go-to-market 
opportunities for the Rakuten Communications Platform (RCP), a cloud-native platform that 
enables the telecom operators and enterprises to easily build secure and open mobile 
networks. Additionally, TechM will provide technologies and software capabilities to support 
the development and deployment of mobile networks for global customers of RCP. As per 
the agreement, TechM will also provide managed IT, security and network services to 
Rakuten Mobile, and there are also plans to designate TechM as an official reseller of RCP. 

Rsec View: We expect TechM to be a key players in managed services/digital services 
domain vs. other vendors driven by its participation with first cloud native 5G rollout. There 
is renewed interest amongst telecom operators regarding the disaggregated software-
based cloud native network from enterprises to drive network transformation. TechM can 
leverage used cases and the best practices for other larger telecom operators.
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IV. TechM is likely to be a Key Beneficiary of Network Softwarization & IT 
Modernization 
TechM receives ~40% revenues from telecom vertical. It provides full spectrum services 
to the telecom operators in network services, Mobility, BPO and IT services. The company 
works with most telecom operators in the US and Europe. TechM has done consistent 
acquisitions i.e. Comviva (mobility services) and Lightbridge Communication Corporation 
(network services). 

Exhibit 12: Revenue Share of Telecom Vertical of Leading Players Exhibit 13: TechM's Telecom Revenue

Source: Rsec Reserach Source: Tech Mahindra

Diversified Telecom Service Offerings vs. Peers: Within telecom vertical, the key focus 
areas of TechM are: (a) network and cloud orchestration; (b) network analytics; and (c) next-
gen OSS. TechM has also partnered with telecom operators for: (a) industrial IoT; (b) network 
slicing; (c) 5G network vertical/5G labs; and (d) industrialization factory of the future.

Exhibit 14: TechM enjoys full service offerings in telecom vertical - an edge over major IT services firm

Source: Tech Mahindra
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Appendix
Key Definitions

Software Defined Network: It is an architecture designed to make a network more 
flexible and easier to manage. SDN centralizes the management by abstracting the control 
plane from the data forwarding function in the discrete networking devices. SDN network 
management enables dynamic, programmatically efficient network configuration in order 
to improve network performance and monitoring, making it more like cloud computing than 
traditional network management. 

OSS/BSS: In telecommunications, it refers to Operations Support System (OSS) and Business 
Support System (BSS). The distinction emphasizes a separation of concerns between 
maintaining network operations and the business around which that network is built. 
Communications service providers support a broad range of services and functions with 
their OSS/BSS. BSS primarily consists of order capture, customer relationship management 
and telecommunications billing, whereas OSS covers order management, network 
inventory management and network operations.

Network Slicing: 5G network slicing is a network architecture that enables the multiplexing 
of virtualized and independent logical networks on the same physical network infrastructure. 
Each network slice is an isolated end-to-end network tailored to fulfill diverse requirements 
requested by a particular application. This will help operators to leverage high speed and 
low latency benefits for different types of customers.
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Network Softwarization & 5G Capex to Drive Growth

Financial Summary  
Y/E Mar (Rs.mn)

FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E

Revenue 3,47,421 3,68,677 3,69,604 4,15,061 4,61,591
EBITDA 63,609 57,261 58,096 73,765 88,333
PAT 43,456 44,679 38,346 47,815 57,310
EBITDA Margin (%) 18.3 15.5 15.7 17.8 19.1
EPS (Rs) 47.2 48.3 43.6 54.1 64.6
PE (x) 17.4 17.0 18.8 15.2 12.7 
P/BV 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.4 

Source: Company, RSec Research

1. Tech Mahindra (TechM) – the 5th largest IT service company in India – provides IT, 
business consultancy and outsourcing services to global corporations in financial 
services, insurance, telecom, logistics and technology verticals. 

2. Its revenue from Communication business (40% of FY20 revenue) is on the cusp of 
growth trajectory with 10.8% CAGR over FY21-23E on the back of capex in the telecom 
space for modernization of 5G network. We believe TechM will be the key beneficiary 
of the medium-term themes  i.e. Software Defined Network (SDN) and Telecom IT 
modernization

3. TechM’s enterprise business clocked 10% CAGR over FY17-FY20. The company has 
stepped up capability building on enterprise segment with digital revenue accounting 
for ~40% of the top-line. We expect TechM to outperform the industry growth rate with 
10.4% CAGR over FY21-FY23E.

4. TechM works with the top US and European telecom operators and is the key service 
provider of world’s first softwarized and cloud based network built by Rakuten in Japan.

5. We expect TechM’s margin to expand by ~340bps by FY23E led by higher operating 
leverage, improved subsidiary performance, higher off-shoring and automaton benefit.

6. We see TechM’s FY23 EPS at Rs64.6 with FCF of Rs50.4bn, which is 8% higher than 
consensus estimate.

ESG Analysis: While analyzing 20 key criteria (10 points each) under ESG Matrix, we have 
assigned an overall score of 72% to TechM. Under “Environmental Head”, we have assigned 
an overall score of 79% (low risk). Under "Social Head" we have assigned an overall score of 
65% (low risk) with low score in "Employee Engagement." Under "Governance Head" we have 
assigned an overall score of 70% (low risk) with low score in "Executive Compensation (please 
refer to page no. 18 for detailed analysis).

Outlook & Valuation
Looking ahead, we expect the company’s both verticals i.e. telecom and enterprise to witness 
healthy growth on the back of step up in 5G capex and mid-term resiliency in technology 
demand. Robust deal wins in FY20 (2X YoY) suggests revenue and margin recovery in FY22-FY23. 
At CMP, the stock trades at 30% discount to its peers vs. historical average discount of 20%+ 
owing to softness in telecom business. We forecast TechM to witness EPS CAGR of 20% over 
FY21-23E. The stock deserves multiple re-rating considering industry-leading EPS CAGR driven 
by sharp rebound in EBIT margin and strong topline growth owning to uptick in global 5G rollout 
and higher demand for enterprise technology. We initiate coverage on TechM with BUY and a 
2-Year Target Price of Rs1,100 (valuing the stock at 17x PE on FY23E earnings), which implies 
<34% upside from the current level. 

Tech Mahindra
CMP* (Rs) 822

Upside/ (Downside) (%) 34

Bloomberg Ticker TECHM IN

Market Cap. (Rs bn) 794

Free Float (%) 64

Shares O/S (mn) 966

Information Technology | India

Institutional Equity Research

Initiating Coverage  | 20 October 2020

BUY

Key Takeaways
	Key beneficiary (40% of revenue) of capex for 5G and network softwarization
	Expanding focus on enterprise business with rising share of digital business
	Deep dive on clients portfolio suggests stable credit quality
	Multiple operating levers to aid meaningful recovery in margin
	Attractive valuation; available at 27% discount to peers

2-Year Target Price: Rs.1,100

Share price (%) 1 mth 3 mth 12 mth

Absolute performance  2.8  37.2  12.0 

Relative to Nifty  (1.5)  27.7  11.1 

Shareholding Pattern (%) Mar'19 June'20

Promoter 35.8 35.8 

Public 64.2 64.2 

1 Year Stock Price Performance

Note: * CMP as on 19 October 2020
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Our Thesis

Key Sectoral Theme

 f Key Beneficiary of Capex for 5G & Network Softwarization: TechM provides network and IT services to top 
global telecom operators and telecom equipment manufactures. Telecom vertical contributes ~40% to its total 
top-line. Our analysis of commentary of the key telecom operators suggests step-up in 5G capex, specifically 
on software virtualization front, where we believe the integrators like TechM will be the key beneficiary.

 f EBIT Margin – Multiple Triggers in Place: TechM’s EBIT margin contracted by 420bps to 11.6% in FY20, which 
we expect to bounce back in FY22-23E owing to (a) step-up in telecom IT spend driven by 5G roll-out; (b) 
rationalization of subcontractors cost/work from home; and (c) focus on performance of portfolio companies.

 f Dominant Vendor Positioning: Our analysis of TechM’s relative competitive positioning across key client 
portfolios suggests: (a) TechM enjoys dominant vendor positioning (among Top-5 vendors) for 16 clients out of 
Top-22 key clients; (b) it has a diversified US client pool; (c) it faces competition comes from Infosys, TCS and 
Cognizant, while IBM is a key competitor in the US telecom/IT services space.

Key Investment Theme

 f Aggravating COVID-19 situation and further lockdown can delay network capex recovery

 f Aggressive acquisitions may divert the management’s focus from execution in crucial 5G rollout period

 f Stricter immigration laws may delay project ramp-up and completion

 f Lower-than-expected success of continued cost efficiency programmes 

 f Unfavourable currency movement

 f Global technology demand: Global technology demand is likely to contract by mid to high single digit number 
in CY20 due to muted economic activity. Growth is likely to bounce back in CY21 driven by pent up demand 
and expansion in global activity. In the medium term, enterprises are likely to accelerate digital transformation 
projects to improve digital footprint. 

 f Step up in adoption in 5G to increase telco modernization, network softwerization: Rollout of 5G is likely 
to benefit to IT companies with step up in telco capex, modernization of IT and sofwerizatiopn of networks. 
Telecom operators likely to spend $800bn around 5G capex.

 f Key growth areas: 5G, network services, IoT, Cloud, cyber Security, data analytics, workforce virtualization and 
DevOps.

 f Vendor consolidation opportunities: Large Indian IT companies are  likely to benefit from cost optimization 
measures at clients end. We expect vendor consolidation possibilities   (captive unit/ weaker contractor) to 
enhance wallet share gain in the medium term.

Key Risks
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EPS & Target Price

Source: Company, RSec Research

Price Sensitivity Analysis

EPS (Rs) Growth (%) FWD PE 14 15 16 17 18 19

FY17 (-3) 31.7 27.8x 443 475 507 538 570 602

FY18 (-2) 42.7 34.9% 20.6x 598 641 683 726 769 811

FY19 (-1) 47.2 10.5% 18.7x 661 708 755 802 849 896

FY20  (Base Year) 48.3 2.4% 18.2x 676 725 773 821 870 918

FY21 (Year 1) 43.6 -9.7% 20.2x 611 655 698 742 786 829

FY22E (Year 2) 54.1 24.1% 16.3x 758 812 866 921 975 1,029

FY23E (Year 3) 64.6 19.3% 13.6x 904 969 1,033 1,100 1,166 1,227

Source: Company, RSec Research
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FY22/FY23 consensus estimate is conservative in our view
We are 190bp-300bp ahead of consensus revenue estimates, as we expect higher 
acceleration in telecom IT services spend. We also expect FY22-FY23E EBIT margin at 
13.7% and 15% ahead of consensus of 12.9% and 13.9% driven by turnaround in portfolio 
companies and higher operating leverage. Our EPS estimate for FY22/FY23 EPS is 2.9% and 
7.8% higher than consensus expectations.

RSec Estimate vs. Consensus Estimate
RSec Estimate Consensus RSec vs. Consensus

 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY21 FY22 FY23

Revenue growth (INR) 0.3% 12.3% 11.2% 0.2% 9.3% 9.3% 10bp 300bp 190bp

EBIT margin 11.5% 13.7% 15.0% 11.4% 12.9% 13.2% 10bp 80bp 180bp

EPS 43.6 54.1 64.6 44.9 52.6 59.9 -2.8% 2.9% 7.8%

Source: Company, RSec Research
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Key Criteria Score Risk Comments

Management Quality 6 Low The management is well-experienced in the field of telecom and IT services; but we expect higher clarity on the near-term margin trajectory

Promoter's Holding Pledge 10 Low No pledging of shares by the promoter as of June 30, 2020

Board of Directors Profile 8 Low
Its board comprises of members from diverse background i.e. technology, engineering and finance; every sub-committee within the board has at 
least one independent director as member; TechM's board comprises of 10 memebers out of which 5 are independent director

Industry Growth 8 Low
Indian IT industry is likely to grow at high single digit rate in the medium-term; Indian IT-BPM industry continues to clock 9.7% CAGR since FY08 (pre-
GFC level); notably, its share in global IT spends more than doubled from 8.4% in FY08 to 18.5% in FY20

Regulatory Environment / Risk 7 Low
As the IT companies are not regulated by the government/regulators, there is limited regulatory risk; however, key regulatory risks for the Indian IT 
companies are: worsening of global immigration policies, privacy and intellectual property rights and Indian SEZ acts etc.

Entry Barriers / Competition 5 Medium IT services industry is fragmented with multiple players; large-cap  companies enjoy scale benefits vs. mid-cap peers

New Business/Client Potential 8 Low Strong potential to win new clients specifically in telecom space given its full spectrum offerings and imminent 5G roll-out

Business Diversification 6 Low Though TechM receives 40% of revenue from telecom vertical, its client concentration is lower than its mid-cap peers

Market Share Potential 7 Low We expect TechM’s revenue to grow by 10%+ during FY22-23E, which is ahead of the industry’s growth rate

Margin Expansion Potential 9 Low EBITDA is likely to improve by 350bps from FY20 to FY23 on the back of cost-efficiency measures and no one-off cost

Earnings Growth 8 Low EPS expected to clock 20+% CAGR over FY20-23E led by improved operating leverage

Balance Sheet Strength 8 Low Low capex and limited working capital requirement; investments are also generally made in government bonds

Debt Profile 8 Low
As of FY20, the company had cash and bank balance in the excess of US$1bn;  with negligible debt on balance sheet, it is likely to sustain net cash 
position

FCF Generation/NWC 9 Low TechM reported a consistent FCF conversation of >80% over the period

Dividend Policy 5 Medium Dividend yield stands at ~2%; TechM pays 20% of net profit as dividend in normal circumstances

Total Score Out of 150 112  

Average Score (%) 75% Low  

Investment Decision Matrix (IDM) 
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Key Criteria Score Risk Comments

Environmental

Climate Change and Carbon Emission 9 Low
TechM aligned itself to the Paris agreement by implementing several practices i.e. (1) adoption of low-emission technology; and (2) leveraging green solutions; 
it implemented carbon price at US$10/tonne CO2; renewable energy mix increased to 17.6% from 1.77% in FY16; teleconferencing and video conferencing 
systems set up to enable virtual meetings and reduce business travel.

Air & Water Pollution 10 Low Limited air and water pollution as TechM is an IT service company; it follows pollution norms

Biodiversity 8 Low Limited impact, as TechM is an IT company

Deforestation 8 Low
During FY20, TechM planted 25,000+ trees; it has adopted sustainable, environment-friendly practices through 3-4-3 initiative (Every associate to plant 3 trees 
a month, take 4 carpool rides and volunteer 3 hours a month)

Energy Efficiency 7  Low
Energy consumption was reduced by 4% YoY per associate in FY20 through effective operational controls, renewable energy sourcing and use of innovative 
technologies;  installation of solar rooftop panels resulted in increase in share of renewable energy  

Waste Management 7 Low TechM recycled ~590mn litres of water through sewage treatment plants; paper consumption was reduced by 26% YoY in FY20; single-use plastics banned across campuses  

Defence / Arms / Ammunition Exposure 6 Low It has limited exposure to defence space with no major customer in defense/arms segment; however, defence engineering is a business segment of its parent company  

Social
Customer Satisfaction 8 Low TechM consistently conducts customer satisfaction survey and majority of its revenue comes from renewal of existing contracts

Data Protection & Privacy 8 Low
TechM’s Information Security Group (ISG) policy ensures confidentiality, integrity and availability of required information that is acquired, developed and provided to 
relevant stakeholders; its Information and Data Security initiatives are in line with ISO/IEC 27001:2005 standard and code of practice ISO 27002; TechM is among 
the five Indian companies to be certified and the specifications are implemented through the Information Security Management System (ISMS)

Gender & Diversity 7 Low Female employees account for ~33% of total workforce  

Employee Engagement 3 High TechM tries to fulfill new positions/roles internally; attrition level stands at around high

Community Relations / Service 7 Low
CSR vision of Tech Mahindra Foundation (TMF) is ‘Empowerment through Education’, under which, TMF focuses on three key primary areas of intervention: 
Education, Employability & Disability; the foundation currently runs 179 projects with 139 NGO partners across 11 different locations in India; in FY20, the 
foundation served 38,337 direct beneficiaries; it spent Rs1.2bn FY20 towards CSR

Human Rights 7 Low
TechM is committed to be compliant with all applicable laws on employment, labour and human rights to ensure implementation of fair and ethical 
employment practices;

Labour Standard 6 Low
TechM’s commitment towards creating a safe and secure work environment is reflected through its policies on anti-harassment, prevention of sexual 
harassment, safety of women employees, anti-slavery and anti-human trafficking etc; through its supplier code of conduct, it expects its suppliers to comply 
with the applicable regulatory requirements including labour practices and human rights, health, safety and environment etc.  

Environmental Social Governance Matrix (ESGM) 
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Governance
Audit Committee Structure 7 Low The audit committee comprises of 4 members, out of whom 3 are independent directors; the committee met 5 times in FY20

Bribery & Corruption 8 Low
The policy relating to ethics, bribery and corruption extends beyond TechM to its all stakeholders; the company has well-defined policies on anti-corruption and 
bribery as well as code of conduct, which are also applicable to all stakeholders; TechM also has a separate code of conduct for the suppliers, vendors, and 
companies who provide  different products and service

Executive Compensation 3 High

An increase of 4.3% was given to the employees during the year under review as against an increase of 10% in the remuneration of Managerial Personnel.; 
managerial remuneration was lower in FY20 YoY, as the directors have opted for lower remuneration to support conservation of resources in view of COVID-19 
pandemic; however, stock options exercised by the directors has not been considered for comparing managerial remuneration; the CEO’s salary is 77x (618x 
incl option) of median salary of the employees

Lobbying 7 Low
TechM is member of NASSCOM and CII; it is also member of wider trade/commerce bodies through Mahindra group; the company collaborates with trade 
bodies for sustainability and climate change actions    

Political Contribution 5 Medium Mahindra and Mahindra (M&M) contributed through electoral bonds

Whistleblower Scheme 8 Low
The company has formulated a whistleblower policy and has established a vigil mechanism for directors and employees to report concerns over unethical 
behavior and any actual or suspected fraud etc; it formed a committee to address the concerns; the company affirms that no personnel has been denied 
access to audit committee under vigil mechanism

Total Score Out of 200 143  

Total Score (%) 71.5% Low

Score For < 5 Red High Risk For  5 Blue Medium Risk For > 5 Green Low Risk

Total Score (%) For < 50 Red High Risk For  50 Blue Medium Risk For > 50 Green Low Risk
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The COVID-19 Impact 
 f Demand Environment: The first half of 2QFY21 witnessed hardly any momentum in 

deals, which gathered pace in the latter half of the quarter. Though the overall funnel size 
is higher, the management witnesses slower decision-making. Despite unpredictability 
owing to COVID-19 pandemic, the management sees active conversation and faster 
progress on digital front, which will drive decision-making, going forward. The company 
has witnessed strong deal pipeline in the US and expects closure in next few quarters.

 f Revenue: Revenue decline to the tune of 7% QoQ in 1QFY21 can be attributed to COVID-19 
pandemic (1/4th supply and 3/4th demand issues).

 f Telecom Business: Telecom business was impacted due to the inability of network 
teams to carry out field works during COVID-19 lockdown, particularly in the markets, 
where TechM was gaining traction for last two quarters. 

 f Business Process Services (BPS): BPS is almost back to normal. The company has 
done extremely well on human experience management and customer experience 
management front.

 f Vertical Outlook: BFSI and Hi-Tech verticals are likely to remain strong. The management 
expects to start seeing better results from 2Q/3Q onwards with steady come-back in the 
average degree of TCV announcement.

 f Work from Home: With about 95% of workforce works from home at the end of 2QFY21, 
it expects “Work from Anywhere” concept to gain traction, going forward. As per the 
recent media reports, TechM has also provided both options “Work from Home” and 
“Work from Office” to its employees. It has launched ‘MHealth’ app to track health of its 
employees and even introduced counseling services for them.
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 f Deal Environment: Deal environment, which started improving in June-July, remained 
steady in August.

 f Communication Business: Network, BPO and Mobility services comprise of 25%, ~15%, 
and ~7% of total business, while the rest is IT services. During the peak of 4G (2014-15), 
the company recorded ~15-16% growth driven by largely IT services. Additionally, TechM 
has acquired network services business, which should provide additional opportunities 
in ensuing period. 

 f 5G  Opportunity: In the wake of 5G rollout, the consumers and enterprises will start 
experimenting healthcare, autonomous car, and operational integration to IT. The first 
opportunity will start with telecom network services, while planning and modernization 
of services will follow subsequently.

 f Network Services: While TechM competes with the original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs), it has also partnered with them as its extended arm. Its subsidiary i.e. LCC is the 
largest independent player, which is present in >50 countries.

 f Enterprise Business: Enterprise business grew higher than the industry’s average in 
last 3-4 years. Manufacturing vertical is expected to remain weak. TechM has >900 
customers and it works with 1-1.5 service lines, which it wants to extend to 3 service 
lines.

 f Margin Trajectory: TechM witnessed a steep margin decline in FY20 driven by low 
operating leverage owing to loss by the portfolio companies, lower utilization and 
weakness in communication business. TechM expects overall back office integration will 
happen soon. US localization stands at 45-50%. The company will follow the industry 
peers on wage inflation front.  

 f Tax Rate: The management pegs effective rate in the range of 25-26%.  

Management Meet – Key Takeaways
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Comparative Analysis

Tech Mahindra LTI

Investment View

Business India's 5th largest  IT services company India's 6th largest  IT services company

Growth Story TechM to benefit from both higher telecom IT spend 
driven by 5G rollout and accelarted demand of digital 
transformation from enterprise client

LTI to outperform vs peers driven by execution focused 
management, diversified client portfolio and strong deal 
wins

Financials (Rs Mn) FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E

Revenues 3,68,677 3,69,604 4,15,061 4,61,591 1,08,786 1,15,995 1,29,582 1,43,035

EBIT 42,803 42,543 56,747 69,407 17,563 17,995 21,023 23,400

Adj PAT 44,679 38,346 47,815 57,310 15,384 15,570 18,320 20,636

Growth (%)

Revenues 10.6 0.3 12.3 11.2 15.2 6.6 11.7 10.4

EBIT -9.6 -0.6 33.4 22.3 1.2 2.5 16.8 11.3

Adj PAT -16.3 -14.2 24.7 19.9 1.5 1.2 17.7 12.6

Margin (%)

EBIT 11.6 11.5 13.7 15.0 16.1 15.5 16.2 16.4

Adj PAT 12.1 10.4 11.5 12.4 14.1 13.4 14.1 14.4

Per Share (RS)

EPS 48.3 43.6 54.1 64.6 87.6 88.5 104.1 117.3

DPS 15.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 28.0 29.0 42.0 48.0

Book value 247.9 276.2 308.5 346.2 307.9 367.0 429.5 499.2

Valuation (x)

P/E 17.0 18.8 15.2 12.7 35.4 35.0 29.8 26.4

EV/EBIT 20.0 20.4 15.6 13.2 29.9 28.7 24.2 21.2

P/BV 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.4 10.1 8.4 7.2 6.2

Div Yield (%) 1.8 1.8 2.4 3.0 0.9 0.9 1.4 1.5

Return Ratio (%)

ROCE (%) 16.2 14.4 17.9 20.2 27.4 22.8 23.1 22.7

ROE (%) 20.8 16.4 18.4 19.6 29.9 26.3 26.1 25.3

Source: Company; RSec Research

Comparative Analysis
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Key Charts Exhibit 1: Deal Win Trend Zoomed in FY20 led by large AT&T deal

Source: Company, RSec Research

Exhibit 2: Telecom sector likely to pick-up in FY22-23E driven by step up in 
5G capex cycle

Source: RSec Research

Exhibit 3: EBIT margin likely to step up in FY22/23 driven by strong 
operating leverage

Source: RSec Research

Exhibit 4: TechM is trading at ~30% discount to peers vs. ~7% discount in 
2018 peak

Source: RSec Research, Bloomberg

 f TechM recorded strong deal pick-up in FY20 driven by large 
deal in telecom segment

 f Deal pipeline remains solid - one of the highest deal pipeline in 
North America ever.

 f We expect 5G spend on technology to be significantly higher 
than 4G and it will be a multi-year trend, as (a) the telecom 
companies will spend higher on network modernization 
and softwarization; and (b) multi-year step-up in consumer/
enterprise spend on IoT and smart homes and smart factories. 

 f As TechM offers full spectrum services in telecom segment, we 
expect its telecom vertical to clock 10.8% CAGR over FY21-FY23E.

 f EBIT margin is likely to improve by ~350bps in next 11 quarters 
driven by: (a) step-up in telecom IT spend driven by 5G roll-out; 
(b) rationalization of subcontractors cost and work from home 
option; and (c) focus on performance of portfolio companies 
driven by shared services model. 

 f We forecast TechM’s FY21, FY22 and FY23 EBIT margin at 11.5%, 
13.7% and 15%, respectively. 

 f TechM is trading at ~30% discount to large-cap peers (TCS, 
Infosys, Wipro)

 f During 2018 tech cycle pick-up, TechM was trading at ~7% 
discount to peer group
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cost savings measures
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I. Key Beneficiary of Capex for 5G & Network Softwarization 
TechM provides network and IT services to top global telecom operators and telecom 
equipment manufactures. Telecom vertical contributes ~40% to its total top-line. Our analysis 
of commentary of the key telecom operators suggests step-up in 5G capex, specifically on 
software virtualization front, where we believe the integrators like TechM will be the key 
beneficiary. TechM reported strong revenue growth in the range of mid-to-high-teen and 
EBIT margin in the excess of 15% in 2013-15 during the peak time of 4G capex. We expect 5G 
spend on technology to be significantly higher than 4G and it will be a multi-year trend, as 
(a) the telecom companies will spend higher on network modernization and softwarization; 
and (b) multi-year step-up in consumer/enterprise spend on IoT and smart homes and 
smart factories. As TechM offers full spectrum services in telecom segment, we expect its 
telecom vertical to clock 10.2% CAGR over FY21-FY23E.

Investment Rationale

Our investment thesis is based on the following premises

I. Key Beneficiary of Capex for 5G & Network Softwarization
II. Expanding Focus on Enterprise Biz with Rising Capability of NewGen Services
III. EBIT Margin at Nadir in FY20; Multiple Medium-term Recovery Triggers in Place
IV. Diversified Client Base with Dominant Vendor Positioning 
V. Prudent Capital Allocation to Unlock Value for the Shareholders

Exhibit 5: Deal Win Trend Zoomed in FY20 led by large AT&T deal Exhibit 6: Telecom sector likely to pick-up in FY22-23E driven by 
step up in 5G capex

Source: Company; RSec Research Source: RSec Research

A. Niche Player in Telecom IT Modernization Play: TechM provides solutions 
for communications service providers (CSPs), telecommunications equipment 
manufacturers (TEMs) and independent software manufacturers (ISVs), and works as a 
preferred partner for leading telecommunication and cable providers. TechM aids the 
enterprises to be future-ready for 5G revolution by helping on network modernization.  
TechM participated consistently in each telecom IT upgradation cycle. TechM provides 
full spectrum IT services and additionally provides Network Services and Mobility 
solutions unlike its larger peers. We consider TechM as a niche player in Telecom IT 
modernization play.
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Exhibit 7: Revenue Share of Telecom Vertical of Leading Players

Source: RSec Research

Exhibit 8: Vertical Break-up Exhibit 9: Service Line Break-up

Source: Company; Note: 1QFY21 Source: Company; Note: 1QFY21

Exhibit 10: TechM – Organic Growth Rate picked up in 4G cycle 2014-16

Source : RSec Research

B. Witnesses Higher Teen Growth in Telecom Revenue during 2014-15: TechM recorded 
significant pick-up in telecom business revenue during 2014-2015 driven by significant 
IT modernization deals. During the period, the company made multiple acquisitions, 
which include LCC (provider of network services) and Comviva (mobility) business.  As 
the telecom capex is generally lumpy in nature, the telcos remained conservative on 
capex driven by focus on margin expansion.
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We expect TechM’s telecom business to be aided by rollout and adoption of 5G. Initial 
demand is likely to come from the telecom operators followed by early demand from both 
enterprises and consumers business from FY22-FY23.

Exhibit 11:  TechM – Key Commentaries

Buckets Commentaries Timeline
Communication Service Provider The communication side has witnessed some slowdown in tech 

spend; the management thinks it is more of a setback of five months 
than expected earlier

Telcos’ spend on network side to pick-up in CY21; 
it is interesting to see update on recently launched 
Rakuten’s 5G RAN launch (Sept-20)

Enterprises 5G  f Funnel build-up is very strong but spends won’t come in a hurry

 f Applications are likely to come from IoT, manufacturing 4.0 and 
supply chain

 f Another set of requirement is likely to come from the other 
service sectors, who have in a hurry decided to launch Health 
Next or Education Next; at this stage, they are not going to 
immediately redesign the application for 5G

It is a multi- year cycle, which is likely to pick-up 
from FY22-FY23E

Ecosystem/Consumer 5G  f 5G for ecosystem means the business opportunities for 
designing a new handset and designing a new app

 f TechM is working with 3-4 new handsets for some of the very-
very well known brands for functional design/electronic design/
styling; already started application business

Demand has already been seen, which is likely to 
accelerate from FY21 onwards

Source: Company; RSec Research 

II. Expanding Focus on Enterprise Biz with Rising Capability of NewGen 
Services 
Enterprise business contributed 60% to TechM’s total revenue in 1QFY21. The company 
acquired Satyam Computers in 2019 and consolidated it in FY13-FY14 to diversify telecom 
business with broader IT portfolio/enterprise IT services portfolio. TechM made multiple 
acquisitions in last few years to modernize IT offerings, which include: artificial intelligence 
(AI), cloud, customer experience and DevOps. Since last decade, its enterprise business 
grew at 2x speed of the industry average and added ~400 new clients.

Exhibit 12: Revenue break-up – 1QFY14 Exhibit 13: Revenue Break-up – 1QFY21

Source: Company; RSec Research Source: RSec Research
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Exhibit 14: Enterprise Revenue Growth is Ahead of IT Industry Growth

Source : Company, RSec Research

Over FY16-FY20, TechM’s enterprise business grew by 8.7% ahead of India IT sector growth 
of 7.6%. The company is likely to grow ahead of expected higher single-digit growth for the 
industry led by consistent efforts on capability addition and strengthening the ecosystem 
partnership. While segmental revenue is expected to degrow by 2.2% in FY21, we expect it 
to grow by 10.1% and 8.9% in FY22E and FY23E, respectively.

Consistent Efforts to Expand & Upgrade IT Offerings: TechM has made multiple 
acquisitions in AI, cloud, customer experience and DevOps. It has also expanded its 
partnerships and alliances with cloud providers, software companies and digital players. 
Currently, digital business contributes 40% to its total revenue. Internally, TechM has set up 
market labs and working on 6 different technologies i.e. 

 f Machine Learning (ML) / AI

 f Blockchain

 f Extended Reality

 f Quantum Technology

 f IoT/Robotics

 f Design Thinking

The company has more than 5,000 professionals certified in AI/Automation. We believe 
consistent efforts have helped TechM in (a) deeper and wider service lines; (b) change in 
business-mix; (c) new delivery centers; and (d) structure to increase agility.

Exhibit 15:  TechM has acquired multiple new generation capability based assets…

Acquisitions Business Employees

BIO agency Digital agency consulting and delivering on customer  
experience-led innovation and transformation

60

Dynacommerce End-to-end omnichannel sales and order-
management solutions

70

Mad Pow Design services 70

BORN Strategy, creative content and commerce offerings with 
technology capabilities

1,200

ZEN 3 AI enablement services, AI Speech solutions, Cloud 
engineering, Software product engineering and 
DevOps

800

Source: RSec Research 
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Exhibit 16: …and has also Expanded Ecosystem Partnerships

Source : Company, RSec Research

III. EBIT Margin at Nadir in FY20; Multiple Medium-term Recovery 
Triggers in Place 

At 11.6% in FY20, TechM’s EBIT margin  came in at the low end of mid-cycle range of 11-16% 
driven by low operating leverage owing to loss by the portfolio companies, lower utilization 
and weakness in communication business. Its EBIT margin lacks consistency compared 
to its large-cap peers, as it is more dependent on relatively cyclical telecom industry. But 
going forward, we believe TechM’s EBIT margin is likely to improve by ~350bps in next 11 
quarters driven by: (a) step-up in telecom IT spend driven by 5G roll-out; (b) rationalization of 
subcontractors cost and work from home option; and (c) focus on performance of portfolio 
companies driven by shared services model. We forecast TechM’s FY21, FY22 and FY23 EBIT 
margin at 11.5%, 13.7% and 15%, respectively.

Exhibit 17: EBIT margin likely to step up in FY22/23 driven by strong operating leverage

Source : Company, RSec Research
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A.  Steep Margin Contraction in FY20: TechM recorded a steep 560bps contraction in 
EBIT margin in FY20 due to: (a) softness in multiple telecom subsidiaries (~60bps); (b) 
one-time charges i.e. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities (100bps) and deal 
transition cost (~90bps); (c) lower utilization and wage inflation amid soft top-line led by 
short-term demand supply mismatch. 

Exhibit 18: FY20 EBIT Margin Bridge Suggests Decline Due to Multiple Factors

Source : RSec Research

B.  Margin Bounce-back is Likely in FY22-23E: TechM’s EBIT margin, which was at the 
lowest point in FY20, is expected to bounce back in FY22-23E on the back of: 

1. Cost Optimization: TechM has formed a special team, which is looking after 
reducing each line item. The company is also working on redesigning processes 
and structure for cost optimization. As per the recent media reports, TechM is 
evolving a delivery model with higher remote working (work from home), which will 
automatically save some travel and facility cost. 

2. Automation: TechM has step up adoption of automation in ongoing engagement. 
It has adopted Advanced Query Tool (AQT) for more than 200 clients. The company 
has >5,000 associates certified across various streams of Automation and AI as 
part of up-skilling plans. We expect aggressive Automation can lead to significant 
cost saving in the medium-term.

3. Portfolio Synergy: TechM has more than 180 subsidiaries much higher compared 
to large-cap peers. During 1QFY21 earnings conference call, the management 
alluded that the company is working on forward and backward integration across 
portfolio companies. Additionally, the management has been working with internal 
data analytics team to restructure portfolio companies across countries and service 
line. We believe reducing number of subsidiaries can bring stability to margin in the 
medium-term.
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Exhibit 19: Company-wise Number of Subsidiaries Exhibit 20: Weakness at LCC & Paininfarina led to EBIT margin 
drop in FY19-20

Source: RSec Research Source: RSec Research

IV. Diversified Client Base with Dominant Vendor Positioning  

We analyzed the key US clients of Indian IT companies on the basis of the number of H-1B 
visa applications during Oct’19-Jun’20 period. We also analyzed TechM’s relative competitive 
positioning across key client portfolios to determine dominance in vendor ladder, which 
suggests the following.

 f TechM enjoys dominant vendor positioning (among Top-5 vendors) for 16 clients out of 
Top-22 key clients.

 f TechM has a diversified US client pool, which comprises of telecom, BFSI, consumer 
goods, technology and diversified players.

 f It faces competition comes from Infosys, TCS and Cognizant, while IBM is a key competitor 
in the US telecom/IT services space.

Exhibit 21: TechM has acquired multiple new generation capability based assets

 Key clients Among Top 5 
vendors?

Competition 

1 US Telco Yes IBM, Accenture, Infosys, Cognizant, Amdocs, Capgemini, HCLT & Sage IT

2 Automotive Yes Infosys & Wipro

3 Energy Yes L&T InfoTech, Deloitee, L&T Ethnology, Accenture, Wipro & EPAM

4 Diversified Yes Genpact, Capgemini, Accenture and Hexaware

5 Consumer goods No

6 Technology No Globallogic, Capgemini, Accenture and Hexaware

7 Technology No Infosys, TCS, Wipro, SRS Consulting,  LTI, Accenture, Cynosure, HCL, Onstack, Kforce & Persistent

8 Capital goods/Auto Yes Accenture, UST Technology & LPIT

9 Semiconductor Yes HCL, TCS, IBM & EY

10 US Telco Yes IBM, Global Logic, TCS, Accenture & Prokarma

11 Media Yes Cognizant, E&Y, TCS , HCLT & Mphasis 

12 Financial Services Yes CSC , Wipro & EPAM

13 Energy Yes Infosys, Capgemini, TCS, Genpact & L&T Technology

14 Biotechnology Yes TCS, Cloudweek, Saama Technologies & DGN Technologies

15 Insurance Yes Compunnel Software Group Inc. 

16 Technology (cloud) Yes Technosoft Corporation & Eficens Systems LLC 

17 Consumer Goods Yes Capgemini, ITC InfoTech, Kaizen Tech & Web Yoga

18 Insurance No Infosys & Cognizant

19 US Telco No Cognizant, Infosys, Deloitte, TCS, HCLT, Techno-Comp & Global Logic
Source: USCIS, RSec Research
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V. Prudent Capital Allocation to Unlock Value for the Shareholders  

During last 3 years, TechM has spent ~Rs17,271mn on acquisitions (~20% of FCF). It follows 
the policy of paying 20% of net income as dividend under normal circumstances. On 
average, FCF reported cash conversion of 80% and we expect TechM to continue to post 
strong FCF conversation, going forward. TechM is likely to continue its investment towards 
enterprise side, which will aid in reducing business concentration risk.  

We believe value unlocking for the shareholders needs efficiency programmes and 
sustainable capital deployment. We see a huge scope for meaningful improvement in 
operating margin and return ratios by efficient deployment of capital. TechM’s return ratios 
are lower than the large-cap mid-cap peers. We believe TechM needs to sharpen cost 
optimization measures and accelerate automation benefit to match up with peers in the in 
the medium-term.

Exhibit 22: FCF conversion on average remains consistently high at 
80%

Exhibit 23: RoCE is also likely pick-up with improved operating 
margin

Source: Company; RSec Research Source: Company; RSec Research
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Outlook & Valuation
Looking ahead, we expect the company’s both verticals i.e. telecom and enterprise to 
witness healthy growth on the back of step up in 5G capex and mid-term resiliency in 
technology demand. Robust deal wins in FY20 (2X YoY) suggests revenue and margin 
recovery in FY22-FY23. At CMP, the stock trades at 30% discount to its peers vs. historical 
average discount of 20%+ owing to softness in telecom business. We forecast TechM to 
witness EPS CAGR of 20% over FY21-23E. The stock deserves multiple re-rating considering 
industry-leading EPS CAGR driven by sharp rebound in EBIT margin and strong topline 
growth owning to uptick in global 5G rollout and higher demand for enterprise technology. 
We initiate coverage on TechM with BUY and a 2-Year Target Price of Rs1,100 (valuing 
the stock at 17x PE on FY23E earnings), which implies 34%+ upside from the current 
level.

Exhibit 30: TechM is trading near peak valuation of 2018 Exhibit 31: TechM is trading at ~30% discount to peers vs ~7% 
discount in 2018 peak

Source: Bloomberg, RSec Research Source: Bloomberg, RSec Research

Exhibit 32: Reverse DCF valuation suggests, valuation comfort 
considering conservative revenue and margin growth 
expectations

Revenue (%)  

FY17-FY20 6.0
FY21E (4.1)
FY21E-FY23E 10.5
FY23E-FY30E 4.1
Terminal growth rate 1.5
PAT margin (%)  
FY21E 10.2
FY22E-23E 11.8
FY23E-FY30E 10.1
WACC 10.5
Target Price (Rs) 1100.00
Source: Company, RSec Research

Exhibit 33: Risk-Reward looks attractive for TechM within IT sector 

Source: Bloomberg, RSec Research
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Profit & Loss Statement

Y/E March (Rs mn) FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E

Net Revenues (US$ mn) 4,970.6 5,181.9 4,971.5 5,534.2 6,073.6 

Growth (%) 4.2 4.3 (4.1) 11.3 9.7 

Net Revenues 3,47,421 3,68,677 3,69,604 4,15,061 4,61,591

Growth (%) 12.9 6.1 0.3 12.3 11.2 

Employee Costs & Other expen 2,18,576 2,42,508 2,43,135 2,64,513 2,87,868

SG&A and Other Oper. expen 65,236 68,908 68,374 76,783 85,390

EBITDA 63,609 57,261 58,096 73,765 88,333

EBITDA (%) 18.3 15.5 15.7 17.8 19.1 

EBITDA Growth (%) 34.9 (10.0) 1.5 27.0 19.7 

D&A 11,292 14,458 15,553 17,018 18,925

EBIT 52,317 42,803 42,543 56,747 69,407

EBIT (%) 15.1 11.6 11.5 13.7 15.0 

EBIT Growth (%) 44.0 (18.2) (0.6) 33.4 22.3 

Other Income 4,010 10,005 7,780 6,110 6,110

PBT 56,327 52,807 50,322 62,857 75,517

Tax (incl deferred) 12,544 11,604 12,649 15,714 18,879

Exceptional -240 -2,175 0 0 0

Minorities -567 1,300 672 672 672

PAT 43,456 44,679 38,346 47,815 57,310

PAT Growth (%) 14.4 2.8 (14.2) 24.7 19.9 

EPS 47.2 48.3 43.6 54.1 64.6 

EPS Growth (%) 10.5 2.4 (9.7) 24.1 19.3 

Balance Sheet Statement

Y/E March (Rs mn) FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E

SOURCES OF FUNDS

Share Capital - Equity  4,437  4,359  4,359  4,359  4,359 

Reserves & other  2,03,184  2,17,705  2,41,634  2,70,672  3,04,847 

Total Shareholders' Funds  2,07,621  2,22,064  2,45,993  2,75,031  3,09,206 

Debt  14,047  24,282  19,282  14,282  9,282 

Total Debt  14,047  33,081  28,081  23,081  18,081 

Current Liabilities  87,399  82,398  79,724  87,782  97,005 

Provisions & other liabilities  25,402  35,992  35,954  36,366  36,809 

TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS  3,34,469  3,73,535  3,89,751  4,22,261  4,61,101 

APPLICATION OF FUNDS

Tangible assets  26,229  26,609  26,609  26,609  26,609 

Intangible Assets  42,675  60,667  60,667  60,667  60,667 

Capital WIP  2,763  501  501  501  501 

Investments  75,127  59,927  59,927  59,927  59,927 

Deferred Tax Assets  6,091  8,443  8,443  8,443  8,443 

LT Loans & Advances, Others  87,659  1,09,775  1,09,775  1,09,775  1,09,775 

Total Non Current Assets  2,40,544  2,65,922  2,65,922  2,65,922  2,65,922 

Debtors & Unbilled Revenues  70,338  76,130  76,333  86,874  96,613 

Cash & Bank  23,587  31,483  47,496  69,465  98,566 

Total Current Assets  93,925  1,07,613  1,23,829  1,56,339  1,95,179 

TOTAL APPLICATION OF FUNDS  3,34,469  3,73,535  3,89,751  4,22,261  4,61,101 
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Cash Flow Statement

Y/E March (Rs mn) FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E

PBT 55,432 50,632 50,322 62,857 75,517

Non-operating & EO items 4,782 -1,160 -7,780 -6,110 -6,110

Depreciation 11,292 14,458 15,553 17,018 18,925

Working Capital Change -10,574 -5,218 -7,507 -7,466 -6,074

Income Tax paid -16,612 -15,131 -12,649 -15,714 -18,879

Cash Flow from Operations        (a) 44,320 43,581 37,940 50,585 63,379

Capex -7,793 -8,293 -9,610 -11,622 -12,925

Acquisitions -1,350 -4,678 0 0 0

Change in Investments -12,021 23,257 9,792 8,122 8,122

Cash Flow from Investing           (b) -21,164 10,286 182 -3,500 -4,803

Debt Issuance/(Repaid) -4,504 2,114 -5,000 -5,000 -5,000

Share capital Issuance/(buyback) 359 -17,411 0 0 0

Dividend -17,013 -24,917 -13,077 -17,436 -21,795

Other -1,354 -4,442 -2,680 -2,680 -2,680

Cash Flow from Financing          (c) -22,512 -44,656 -20,757 -25,116 -29,475

NET CASH FLOW (a+b+c) 644 9,211 17,365 21,969 29,101

Fx/other 35 35 35 35 35

Closing Cash Balance 20,427 30,166 47,531 69,500 98,601

Free Cash Flow 36,527 35,288 28,330 38,963 50,455

Key Ratios

Y/E March FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E FY23E

Profitability (%)

EBITDA Margin 18.3% 15.5% 15.7% 17.8% 19.1%

EBIT Margin 15.1% 11.6% 11.5% 13.7% 15.0%

APAT Margin 12.6% 11.0% 10.4% 11.5% 12.4%

RoE 21.7% 20.8% 16.4% 18.4% 19.6%

RoCE 21.9% 16.2% 14.4% 17.9% 20.2%

ROA 13.6% 12.6% 10.0% 11.8% 13.0%

Efficiency

Tax Rate (%) 22.3 22.0 25.1 25.0 25.0

Debtors  (days) 72 74 74 75 75

Paybles (days) 32 38 35 35 35

FCF/NI (%) 84.1 79.0 73.9 81.5 88.0

Net Debt/EBITDA (x) (1.3) (1.0) (1.4) (1.4) (1.6)

Net Debt/Equity (x) (0.4) (0.3) (0.3) (0.4) (0.5)

Per Share Data (Rs)

EPS 47.2 48.3 43.6 54.1 64.6 

DPS 14.0 15.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 

BV 227 248 276 309 346

FCF 36,274 35,135 28,330 38,963 50,455

Valuation (x)

P/E 17.4 17.0 18.8 15.2 12.7 

P/BV 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.4 

EV/EBITDA 13.2 15.0 14.9 12.0 10.4 

FCF/EV (%) 4.3 4.1 3.3 4.4 5.5 

FCF/mkt cap (%) 4.9 4.9 3.9 5.4 6.9 

Dividend Yield (%) 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.4 3.0 
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Pune-based Tech Mahindra – a subsidiary of diversified Mahindra Group – is an Indian 
multinational technology company, providing information technology (IT) and business 
process outsourcing (BPO) services. It is India's fifth largest IT firm and placed at 47th place 
in Fortune India 500 list for 2019. The company primarily works with telecom, technology, 
financial services, energy, and retail clients. With 1,21,000 headcount, it reported $5,189mn 
revenue in FY20. 

Company Background 

Key Milestones

  Year  Achievements 

1986 Started as a joint venture between British Telecom & Mahindra & Mahindra in 1986 as a technology outsourcing firm 

1995 Established one branch office in the UK

2006/2007 Recognised as Leader Telecom Vertical in India by Frost & Sullivan 

2008 Expanded its relationship with Oracle to deliver a comprehensive software suite for global communications industry

2009 Secured US$7.6mn deal from Telecom Fiji in June 2008 as the first Indian IT company to receive this transformational deal.

2009 Acquired Satyam Computers

2011 Announced plans to set up BPO operations in the Philippines

2012 British Telecom exited the JV by selling its stake to institutional investors

2013 Approved consolidation with Mahindra Satyam

2014 Acquired Lightbridge Communications Corporation (LCC), the largest independent telecom services company in the world with local presence 
in over 50 countries

2015 Acquired SOFGEN Holdings, a 450-employee Swiss IT firm serving the financial services industry

2015 Bought controlling stake in Pininfarina, an Italian brand in automotive and industrial design

2015 Announced the launch of its Automation Framework AQT (Automation, Quality, Time)

2018 Started working with IBM to help its clients migrate their most demanding workloads to IBM POWER9

2018 It announced to make available AT&T FlexWare a transformative global network infrastructure solution from AT&T Inc.

2019 Rakuten & TechM opened 5G lab in Tokyo

Source: Company

Key Shareholders

Holder Name Ownership percentage

The Benefit Trust 9.8

First State Investments 5.8

BlackRock Inc 5.0

First Sentier Global Umbrella Fund 4.6

SBI Funds Management Pvt LTD 2.6

Republic of Singapore 2.2

ICICI Prudential Asset Management 1.9

SBI ETF NIFTY 50 1.8

Vanguard 1.8

Government Pension Fund-Global 1.6

Norges Bank 1.2

UTI AMC 1.0

Aditya Birla Sun Life AMC 0.8

Mistubishi UFJ Financial Group 0.8

Source: Bloomberg
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Mangement

  Year  Achievements 

Mr. C.P. Gurnani MD & CEO  f He has held several leading positions with Hewlett Packard Ltd, Perot Systems (India) 
Ltd. and HCL Corporation Ltd. He has also served as a Chairman of NASSCOM for 
the year 2016-2017. He has more than 38 years of experince in IT field.

 f He is chemical engineering graduate from the National Institute of Technology, 
Rourkela. He has also been felicitated with an honorary Doctorate degree by Veer 
Surendra Sai University of Technology and Sharda University.

Mr. Manish Vyas President, Communication, 
Media & Entertainment

 f He has extensive expertise and experience across global markets and has led 
large and diverse global programs during his 20 years at Tech Mahindra. Manish 
completed his MBA (Marketing) from NMIMS, Mumbai and Electronics Engineering 
from Nagpur University.

Mr. Manoj Bhat CFO  f He has been associated with Tech Mahindra since 2006. He has more than 20 
years of experience in the IT and ITES industry -- across various roles in Finance, 
Corporate Planning & Development, Merger & Acquisitions, and Strategy, and has 
played a key role in Tech Mahindra’s organic and non-organic growth initiatives.

 f He has a Bachelor's degree in Technology from IIT Mumbai and a post graduate 
diploma in management (PGDM) from IIM Bangalore.

Source: Company

TechM geographical split – 1QFY21 Revenue Break-up – 1QFY21 

Source: Bloomberg, RSec Research Source: Bloomberg, RSec Research
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Change in Ratings

We have now only BUY and SELL Recommendation and have discontinued HOLD 
Recommendation.

We now have 2 Year Target Price and have discontinued with 1 year Target Price.  

Score For < 5 Red High Risk For  5 Blue Medium Risk For > 5 Green Low Risk

Total Score (%) For < 50 Red High Risk For  50 Blue Medium Risk For > 50 Green Low Risk
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